
German producer of cores and components for 

power electronic applications seeks sales partners 

in Europe 

 SCHEDA 

 APPROFONDIMENTI  

Identificativo proposta:BODE20190612003 RICHIEDI MAGGIORI INFORMAZIONI  

German SME develops and produces a broad range of powder cores, chokes, and inductive components for 
applications in power electronics such as drive technology, wind farms, solar plants through to mining 
locomotives. The company is looking for sales partners with a technical background in European countries. 
A distribution services or a commercial agency agreement is envisaged. 
 
 
The German Electrical Engineering Company has been active in the field of electrical engineering for over 30 
years. They have become a highly specialized niche player in the field of power electronics and are a 
supplier of leading edge technology. They specialize in the design and manufacturing of a wide range of 
highly innovative products for the power electronics, electrical engineering and electronics industries. Their 
base products are high-performance, magnetically soft iron powder cores which serve as magnetic cores for 
inductivities, chokes and various other electromagnetic components. These magnetic cores are an 
indispensable basis for performance and efficiency in power electronics systems. For example, they play an 
important role in electric drive technology, plant construction, in wind farms or solar parks. However, these 
are just some examples of the wide variety of applications. The powder cores are sold to manufacturers of 
storage chokes in a standard version. However, the company also processes the powder cores into 
customer-specific chokes, complete choke units and sinusoidal filters. These inductive components are 
useful for multiple applications by clients in high-tech sectors such as converter manufacturers (frequency 
converters, power converters, solar converters). They are also applicable in railway technology, laser 
medicine, for welding equipment and in the military and mechanical and plant engineering markets. The 
company has successfully sold their products on the European market and beyond mainly by direct sales. 
With the exception of the UK they don't collaborate with trade intermediaries in foreign markets. Now they 
want to change this. The company now wishes to build its network of European sales partners and therefore 
is looking for dedicated distributors and commercial agents that have relevant technical experience in a 
number of key markets across Europe. The cooperation ist envisaged to take the form of a distribution 
services or a commercial agency agreement. Partners should be willing to begin a long-lasting relationship to 
represent the German company. 
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